Institutional Distinctiveness

This College was established in 1960, aims at exploring paths, trodden and untrodden, in our quest for excellence in quality education. Our motto is to impart quality education to our students from the rural area as the college is surrounded by rural and tribal area.

We have the proven results of unstinting and endless toil, interest and earnest endeavor of the students and staffs towards making the institutions splendid one. Highly qualified and trained staff leaves no stone unturned to make the students’ progress in all walks of life.

1. "Financial help to needy students"
Most of the students are coming from rural and tribal areas, about 70% students belong to 136 villages. We help them by providing financial assistance. College has taken initiative by distributing bicycles, Track-suits for such economically backward students.

2. "Extracurricular activity"
Dr. C. D. Pakhare Associate Professor in Marathi department has been a very good actor. He was worked in a famous Marathi movie ‘Aasud’. Some students have got an opportunity to work in this movie. Another significant movie in which Dr. Pakhare acted is ‘ShodhBhakricha’. Dr. J.D. Wadate acted in a Marathi movie ‘Drushti’. This has been a great motivation to our students to come forward and to act in movies and dramas.

3. "Research facilities for students"
Though our college is located in rural area, yet we provide our students research facilities. Our staff particularly, who are working on a clock hour basis took advantage of research facilities, which helps them in perjuring doctoral research. Students are motivated for publishing research papers and doing projects.

4. Talent Bank for students.
   - Department of Marathi has collected literature related to Sant Tukaram. Dr Rajesh Mirge, delivered 120 motivational Guest lectures in various colleges and also published 28 columns in "SAKAL NEWSPAPER".
• Dr. S.V. Satpute, is having knowledge in Ayurvedic medicinal plants, which are beneficial for students and staff of our college.
• Dr. G.A. Wagh and Dr. S.R. Kondulkar, are the active members of Birds Watching Committee and Vermi compost.

5. “SWAYAW-NPTEL Local chapter for online certificate courses”
Our college is SWAYAM–NPTEL local chapter under which many teachers and students are being enrolled continuously for online certificate courses and increase their domain knowledge. Expert faculties from IITs and other national institutes have created lectures on MOOCs platform. Students can register online, can learn and can appear for online examinations. Dr Y.S. Tamgadge is SPOC for our college.

Farmers of the Orange belt of Warud Tehsil are made aware about the weather conditions like daily rainfall, humidity and temperature by sending messages through “WAY-2-SMS” on mobile phones by this center.

The remote sensor situated at Bargaon, 10 km away from the college. The Data remote sensor connected with the satellite provides latest information on ‘Skymate’ software regarding weather conditions. This scheme is implemented through collaborations with:-
• IIT, Powai.
• Panjabrao Deshmukh Agriculture University, Akola
• ShramjiviBahuUddeshiya Orange Growers Pvt. Ltd., Warud.